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If you are not a member of the American Bar Association’s (ABA) Senior Lawyers 

Division, you should be. I am not trying to hustle enrollment for the ABA, but, along with 
membership to its Senior Lawyers Division, you receive the excellent magazine Experience. 

I found one recent article very interesting — “Love in a Time of Dementia” by Frederick 
Smock. My wife and I are currently dealing with the care of my 93-year-old mother and her 88-
year-old mother. 

The Editor’s Note to this article states: “Helping your clients deal with the decline and 
death of a loved one is profoundly difficult. Not everyone can find the words to walk clients 
gently through this difficult time. Poets, though, can provide a different perspective.”  The article 
then references Professor Frederick Smock, who teaches poetry and creative writing at 
Bellarmine University in Louisville, Ky. Professor Smock discusses his mother’s dementia and 
death: 
 
The elderly so often lose control of their lives. To have been accomplished — she took a master’s 
degree in sociology, taught, painted, traveled — and then to lose agency of your own life must 
feel quite awful, especially with a limited understanding of what is happening. For her, the end 
was long in coming; at the least, it was merciful. 
 
At my mother’s funeral, I read a poem by Jane Kenyon, “In the Nursing Home”: 
 
She is like a horse grazing 
a hill pasture that someone makes 
smaller by coming every night 
to pull the fences in and in. 
 
She has stopped running wide loops, 
stopped even the tight circles. 
She drops her head to feed; grass 
is dust, and the creekbed’s dry. 
 
Master, come with your light 
halter. Come and bring her in. 
 

I thought the metaphor was beautiful and I wanted to share it with you in case you are 
dealing with a client or family member in a similar condition. 
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